
$5,998,000 - 1271 Virginia Way, LA JOLLA
MLS® #240007050

$5,998,000
3 Bedroom, 5.00 Bathroom, 3,511 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Village, LA JOLLA, CA

Nestled just above the heart of La Jolla's
village center within a stroll to fine restaurants,
boutiques, schools and the Farmers' Market,
this immaculate, exquisitely renovated villa on
Virginia Way stands as a testament to
contemporary design and tranquil living,
masterfully reimagined by Interior Designer,
Kimberly Wood of Dolce Vita Design. Clean,
sleek lines harmoniously blend indoor living
areas with the outdoor environment, creating a
peaceful sanctuary that respects both
communal interactions and individual privacy
with unparalleled elegance and efficiency.
Careful planning enhances the home's
functionality while maximizing its serene
aesthetic appeal. The bright kitchen includes a
discreet and fantastic butler's pantry ready for
caterers' use, and multiple meticulously
designed outdoor gathering areas extend the
living space into the natural terraced
landscape of the grounds, spaces perfect for
entertaining under the stars or tranquil
moments alone.

Built in 2005

Additional Information

City LA JOLLA

County San Diego

Zip 92037

MLS® # 240007050

Bedrooms 3



Bathrooms 5

Square Ft 3,511

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood LA JOLLA (92037)

Garages 2
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